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About This Game

Unforgiving Happiness

Unforgiving Happiness is a small puzzle-platformer.The objective is simple: connect the batteries to their matching color and
collect the energy. How to connect the batteries it's not as simple. Each level gets more difficult as the game progresses.

The reason why I made this game is because I want to challenge the minds of the players.
Each level has an achievement, and that achievement has a little puzzle. Some of the achievements are hidden.

When I was making the game, I was worried about providing only entertainment and not something that you could take with
you, for the rest of your life.

That's where the story comes in. Caught between a full-time job and a dream. I share my story of what was happening in my life
as I was making this game. I then shifted the story into the future to make it more interesting.

Features

Push, pull, jump, grab and a Gravity Gun

43 Achievements

40 levels

12+ Tracks

My Story
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unforgiving happiness

This game sat in my Library as I waited for its continuation... which leads me to my negative review. Although I enjoyed what I
played, I really can\u2019t recommend this game until \u201cAct 2\u201d comes along. There were a lot of positives, including
the atmosphere, humorous dialogue, a good story with fairly good characters, cool surreal dream sequences, and the Shove
Ha'Penny mini-game that (I guess since it was tweaked) was a lot of fun.

The negatives though outweighed all those for me. The control was very fiddly and picky, so you had to repeat a lot of
actions\/dialogue because you didn\u2019t click the precise pixel. Also the timing of the arm wrestling was really irritating,
much more than the ha\u2019penny game. I could overlook all that but not the frustration of being left hanging without any
resolution of the plot - especially since it\u2019s a murder mystery! So as interesting as it was, it became just a pointless time-
waster.. Help say it will turn with A and D but only D works, so only one side turn.
Nothing about you can move with move with shift.
It is not a game, it's insult.. Aweful (unchangeable) controls level order makes no sense stealth game where the best way to play
is to be ♥♥♥♥ing abundandly clear where you are.. the music is too loud (press ctrl s to mute the music). I understand Early
Access and completely support indie developers. Especially TD games, which is a genre I've loved since the Starcraft\/Warcraft
custom maps days. However, I can't support this trash.

- Game launched as Project77 executable. It has No Menu, No Text description for anything.

- After completing the first stage 3 times. It will not let me advance to the second stage. Either this is a bug or the game only has
the first stage completed at the moment.

- The "Build your tower anywhere" is a false advertisement, I've played enough TD games to know I've been lied to in this
regards. Towers snaps to certain location, and objects (trees\/rocks) block other locations that the developers don't want you to
build towers on. So, NO, you cannot build towers anywhere.

- This isn't even Early Access, its like Very Early Pre-Alpha Access.
. Ooh, this was a good one.

The mysterious troll whose name wasn't given is an absolute sweetheart and a canon moirailegence needs to happen.

Zebruh however? One of the more unlikeable characters, but with a pretty solid satire of the social justice crowd (at the very
least the male feminists who do their "activism" strictly-speaking to get a little nook-licking, if you catch my drift). And I
thought the existence of Kankri was a burn. DAMN.

If you are looking to spend $0.99 to get a couple more trolls in your FriendSim, if you haven't gotten them all already, then
please get these guys.. It's very much Mega Man but doesn't quite live up to the highs of that series. Still if you're looking for a
game in that vein you can do much, much worse.. Some potential here but technical issues are the root of this game's
dissapointment.
There is no sound.
The controls are awkward.

The idea is good, if unoriginal. Though I have not found a really good Minotaur in a maze game yet.
I wish this game was much better.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/XcDZ19l_sBs. Surprisingly fun for a $15 game; It's got 6 classes, and games mostly operate as a mixture of
Tower Defence, Unreal Tournament 3, and Team Fortress 2.

Singleplayer consists of just tower defensing, whereas multiplayer splits 12 players into 2 teams of 6, each with a "tower" to
defend, and unlimited bots. Each team can build towers or buy more bots. Sadly, hardly anyone is playing the co-op portion of
the game (there was maybe 12 local servers, with half being passworded last I checked). Co-op is the same gametypes as
singleplayer (tower defense with x number of waves, or unlimited waves).

Some parts of the game seem a bit unbalanced perhaps, but they don't subtract from the overall experience; my biggest
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complaint is that there is only about 4 multiplayer maps.
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Great game, if you are a fan of cycling you will enjoy this a lot.. just look after the bugs that are there, but most of them are not
of importance for the game play itself.
Of course there are issues that can be better, as in most other games, but for cycling this is the best in the market.
You can play and develop one driver or a whole team, with a lot of possibility's to develop the best out of them.
and.. keep in mind that you can not win all the races... just the same as in real life ;-) HAVE FUN !!!. 15/10 game absolutely
great. Pure Ladness, if you want to become an absolute god this is the game for you,or if you are just a complete and utter
weapon buy this.

MORE MAHMOUD.SULTAN DEMANDS IT.. Not that great, again best thing about this was the dialog and nothing else. The
predator part is heavily balanced against you and feels deliberately unfair.. every time i play the wall that i can sprtay on dosent
render so i cant do anything please help. Great for nostalgia!. Kombine is a simple puzzle game wth 50+ levels. There are two
modes of play, but the unlockable 'timed' mode is just the same levels played in sequence with the clock running. There is a a
little bit of thinking required, but often it felt more like messing around than solving a challenging puzzle. This positive review
is given in light of the low price, and with a warning not to expect too much. At least I didn't encounter any bugs.. It can be a bit
of a frustrating and inconsistent game at points but is still fun, might not be worth the full price for some however. I do
recommend the game but only for those who have a couple of dollars to waste for an hour or so game or wanna give a child they
know something to play for abit.. I love these games!!! the company needs to make more, I find myself replaying the levels over
and over enjoying it each and everytime!!! its a great little time killer. Great game, great story. It was kind of a grind-fest at the
end. I hope to play this through the end again someday.. Wow this game is absolutly wonderful. The controls take a little while
to understand but once you have them the game play reminds me of Halo! I was having fun the entire time I was playing and this
is automatically going into my top of my favorite games! The only suggestion I would have is to try to make the level creation a
little easier to understand. This was is going to be huge though! Great job devs you guys have something really amazing here!
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